Relatively speaking, incest may well be a game for all the family but it is wrong… No if’s no buts… It is wrong.

In fact you only have to look at the Royal Family to realise that.

Indeed I have three very pretty daughters and can safely say that I have never once felt sexually attracted to any of them… The same stands true in relation to my two sons, my three brothers, my mother and my father.

And of course while I can only speak for myself, I would hope that the vast majority of people feel the same… Well not even “feel” the same, but are the same. By that I mean, the urge to shag a close family member never even enters their head.

It is wrong and if it wasn’t then breeding with your own wouldn’t produce children with severe genetic problems?

Indeed, in an ideal world you would not even need laws making incest a crime because it is something that just wouldn’t happen and if it did then the community within where it took place would be so appalled that justice would be swift and suitable enough as to ensure that any other freaks of nature
kept their urges to themselves from that point onwards.

And in saying that I really hope no one is going to wade in with a comment pointing out that other species that we share the planet with have sex with their own and nature has no problem there... See how tough this writing malarkey is? You really do have to take in every conceivable angle that some clever fucker – who isn’t – will possibly come up with.

Moreover, I am not saying incest should be decriminalised, I am saying that it should not happen and the act should be sufficiently rare not to need the force of law.

Yet in reality it is the very same class of people who make the laws who are the ones that are most likely to break them... Indeed, just like child rape, the sick monsters who consider themselves above the law – that their ilk rigorously impose and enforce on us – are in fact those that are most likely to be indulging themselves in the abhorrent practices.

So if that were true, why do they make the laws which in theory could get them into trouble if they are caught, I hear you ask.

And the simple answer is that they make the laws on these subjects because they know – usually first hand – that it goes on and that it is abhorrent and a crime against nature that only a sick-fuck wired up wrong would take part in... In other words, they know just how sick your average joe views incest & paedophilia and their position in life means that they have to be seen to take the high moral ground.

Sticking to it is another thing altogether and if you do not know the history of these monsters and their families then I suggest that you do a bit of research and you will quickly discover the huge scale of the problem that inbreeding has caused these ‘blue blooded’ fuck-up elites.

Yet the sub-human filth are slowly, slowly trying to change
our perception on the natural order of things. We are constantly being bombarded by the MSM with stories of paedophilia – *which are careful not to reflect back on the main perpetrators of the crime* – in order to trivialise it and give the impression that it is common and widespread.

However, the fact that at this moment in time the public’s perception of paedophilia is still [rightly] that of complete outrage, the monsters have to be seen to be tough on the crime – After all, Rome wasn’t built in a day.

The same is true with incest yet I have noticed more and more news stories and TV programs on the subject being presented to us over the past few years.

And this is how they do it. Remember, homosexuality was a crime in this country until 1967. Or put another way, I was born when Homosexuality was a crime.

Yet no person with any reasonable level of intelligence would classify two consenting adult males getting it on as a crime... I certainly wouldn’t although homosexuality does go against the laws of nature whichever way that you look at it.

If it didn’t then both men and women would be able to have babies.

However, what you need to look at is what has happened since Homosexuality was decriminalised. You see, instead of just leaving it there and letting people get on with it, homosexuality has been pushed forward as being the norm or worse still, touted as being special.

I mean once it was decriminalised the MSM was forever harping on about the prejudice and injustice being levelled at the *dung-funnel-tunnel-dippers*. Indeed they produced article after article – *written from a perspective of outrage* – about any episode of “queer bashing”.
This was followed by the pushing of Gay Pride – a particular pet hate of mine since it promotes homosexuality as being something special, even better than your average heterosexuality if you please.

Indeed, Gay Pride marches that do nothing but disrupt the locals going about their everyday business and use up the money that they have paid in tax, have afforded homosexuals rights that are not afforded to the vast majority of us.

Indeed, it would even appear that those taking part are encouraged to enrage public morals.
Homophobic... Me? Get fucking real,
I couldn’t give a fuck what consenting adults do with themselves as long as it isn’t in my face.

Yet I will add that I feel it morally wrong that homosexuals are allowed to adopt children.

Especially when children are being effectively legally kidnapped from perfectly good families on the loosely defined premise of; “future emotional harm” being deemed likely by corrupt social workers… Yet having two dads shagging themselves silly in earshot of their offspring (having either been bought like a pet dog or stolen from a loving family), will apparently have no emotional effect on the child whatsoever… Especially when getting mercilessly bullied at school.

PHOTO: Elton John, his ‘husband’ and their two children, sat on a bed in the garden – just like your average everyday family.

Do you know any heterosexual male who would even be allowed to
foster let alone adopt a child with a documented past of any one of the following, let alone all of them:

- drug-addiction,
- Satanic Worship,
- Alcoholism,
- Anger Management Issues,
- Owning questionable art.

In fact Elton John’s age means that he wouldn’t be allowed to adopt. So the message is loud and clear: *Money might not be able to buy love but it can certainly buy children.*

Nevertheless, the children look happy enough *cough.*

And very much the same way that homosexuality went from being illegal to being super-cool, the same principle is now being applied as a template to paedophilia and incest – and many more insidious agendas in regard to the sexes.

That fact in turn explains why Kim West and Ben Ford have been given so much print time:

*A British mother and her son who are in a sexual relationship have gone into hiding as police have warned they could face 15 years in jail.*

*Kim West, 51, and her son Ben Ford, 32, who live in Michigan, US, told yesterday that they plan to marry and have a baby together.*

*But the pair are now in hiding after the US authorities became aware of their relationship, reported The Mirror.*

*The pair have been in a relationship since they met in 2014 and says they have ‘incredible and mind-blowing’ sex.* [Continue reading.]

And not only are mother and son proud of their relationship – *which apparently involves incredible and mind blowing sex* – it
would seem that they now also want a baby... Which would make Kim the baby’s mother and grandma and Ben, the baby’s father and brother.

Photo: The clue is in the wording found on the bottom left hand side of the above
Now, do you really believe that anyone guilty of something so shameful would readily pose happily for the world’s press? ... Knowing that what they are doing is highly illegal? ... Which will explain why they have now gone into hiding:

A British mother who has admitted having an incestuous relationship with her son was in hiding as police said she could face up to 15 years in prison.

Kim West told how she has been enjoying “incredible and mind-blowing” sex with Ben Ford ever since they met in 2014 after being reunited following 30 years apart.

The English-born mum became pregnant while studying in California and after giving birth to her son aged 19, gave him up for adoption.

Now after being reunited Ben, 32, has left his wife and moved in with his 52-year-old mum in Michigan where they hope to start a family and get married.

But after speaking about their love for each other and revealing their plans to have a baby, the couple have now gone to ground as US authorities became aware of their relationship. Source

So, what I am now supposed to believe is that having told the world about their mind blowing, morally repugnant sex life, the mother and son, having posed happily for photos have suddenly realised that they could get in trouble and have gone into hiding, in the belief that the police will never be able to find them? ... Do me a fucking favour!

It is bollocks, mother and son are actors pushing a sick agenda and shame on you or anyone else who cannot see through the blatant bullshit.

Indeed the old fanny is as believable as Social Workers returning 2 year old Ayeesha Jane Smith – complete with her
A mother who murdered toddler Ayeesha Jane Smith has been accused of offering to sell her child ‘for drug money’.

Kathryn Smith, 23, killed her 21-month-old daughter while at home in Burton, Staffordshire, with her partner, Matthew Rigby, 22, who was convicted of allowing or causing her death.

A friend of Smith’s said she tried to strike the sick deal with her while smoking cannabis.

The source told the Sunday People: ‘One time she said to me, “Do you want to buy her? I could do with some cash for weed”. What parent says that about their child?’

Speaking after Smith was convicted of murder at Birmingham Crown Court, the friend also claimed Smith ‘lied repeatedly’ throughout her trial and tried to come across as a ‘doting mother’.

Speaking to the People, the female friend added: ‘She wasn’t a loving parent. She treated Ayeesha like c***. Like she was an inconvenience.

‘She used to get stoned around her and didn’t check on her when she was crying at night.’

The source also alleged Smith would try to fool social services by tidying up her home before they came round to make it appear like a good environment for a child. Source

The inferences attributed to cannabis use should be enough to alert you to the fact that you are reading bollox... However, those references are what would be deemed as ramping up the agendas.

You see, as well as looking to keep people in a state of
permanent anxiety and depression, leaving them with an overall sense of helplessness, the made up – or at best totally false reported on – old bollox is designed to excuse the huge number of children being snatched by the State, especially those where a step-father or abusive partner is involved.

And scarily, people will go along with the deception en-masse.

Yet people like Elton John, can go about their sick-fuck existence unchallenged whilst no one seems to pick up on the double standards involved when reading about convicted, sex-case footballer’s Ched Evans and Adam Johnson, going on days out with their children, whilst ordinary mothers are having their babies snatched for profit based upon a slug social workers deliberate misconception of the suitability attributed to a mother’s husband or boyfriend:

Disgraced former Premier League star Adam Johnson was today visited by his ex-girlfriend and their baby daughter for what will be one of the final times before he is sent to jail.

The paedophile footballer spent the afternoon with Stacey Flounders and their one-year-old child Ayla at his £2million mansion home in Castle Eden, County Durham.

I have heard firsthand stories of mothers having their children snatched for far less and according to the shit-rags, Johnson and his bird are now re-united.

And as I said, the same is true in regard to convicted rapist Ched Evans – what kind of name is Ched:

Convicted rapist Ched Evans and his fiancee were seen enjoying a Good Friday afternoon out with England goalkeeper Joe Hart and his wife today.

The injured Manchester City star, 28, was spotted walking through Cheshire’s posh Alderley Edge where he met up with the shamed ex-Sheffield United striker, 27.
They were accompanied by Hart’s wife Kimberly, 32, and Evans’s partner Natasha Massey, 27, who brought the couple’s new baby son with them. Source

Indeed, I have no doubts whatsoever that the fake journalists
pumping out this shite are fully aware of the contradictions and blatant hypocrisy in their stories and as such the scum-cum-bucket-cunts are aiding and abetting child stealing and the accompanying horrors that await these innocent child victims.

In fact, not only are they assisting in the sick agendas, the deluded scribes seem to be in competition as to who can come up with the most fanciful horror stories... I hope the sick cunts enjoy their wages while they can, because their time will most certainly come to an end sooner or later.

Indeed it has to, because their pathetic bullshit stories are becoming increasingly bizarre... For instance:

A mother’s boyfriend has been arrested on suspicion of child abuse after a toddler was found unconscious with a small octopus lodged in his throat.

The boy’s mother returned from work shortly after 9.30pm on Tuesday to find her boyfriend, Matthew Gallagher, giving her son CPR.

The two-year-old boy was choking on the two-inch octopus, which was meant to be prepared as sushi, according to police in Wichita, Kansas.

Paramedics took the boy – who was not breathing – to hospital where doctors removed the octopus and found injuries to the toddler’s face. Source

Yet it took me seconds to realize that Matthew Gallagher is mother-fucker, Ben Ford.
Yeah, yeah, I know. They look fuck all like each other. Matt Gallagher's long hair is real and so is his moustache as is Benders hair on the top of his head and his nose... And don't even suggest that Benders eyes have been narrowed. And anyway, they can't be the same fella because Matthew Gallagher is called Matthew Gallagher and Ben isn't.

Although Ben and Matt are the same person really.

Mother wise, I would imagine that Kim West is really the “author” Suzanne Portnoy – a conclusion that I reached based on looks and the fact that she is the topic of a current Chimp
A bestselling author who extolled the virtues of women reclaiming their sexuality says losing her libido was a ‘blessing in disguise’.


The book, which documented her explicit sexual encounters, was published to great acclaim in 2006 and became an instant bestseller.

But now the author says she has lost her libido after ‘years of wild sex – and it’s okay’.

Initially, she said her sex drive had been such an integral part of her life, she ‘spent a year grieving over its loss.’

In the book, Suzanne charted her sexually liberated youth, largely sexless marriage and sexual freedom post-divorce – all told with brutal honesty and graphic detail.

She said following its publication, some friends expressed fears she had turned into a ‘sex addict’, men begged her for a date and documentary makers lined up to interview her.
Sadly, it is really hard to predict when people will finally realise that they are nowhere near as clued up and on the ball as their ego’s lead them to believe. Unfortunately, until that time comes innocent lives will continue to be destroyed, whilst the monsters become ever increasingly nearer to reaching their goals... Just sayin’.